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Background and Purpose 

The MSPI indicator is a 12 quarter rolling index of system performance for five systems in each US power 
plant.  It consists of the summation of an unreliability indicator (URI) and an unavailability indicator 
(UAI).  URI is driven by component group failure rates that are largely immune to plant mode, but UAI is 
directly driven by critical hours and system train/segment unavailable hours that are only collected 
when the unit is at power.  This study simulates the reaction of MSPI to an extended shutdown and 
following initial plant startup from construction.  

Method 

The simulation software is a Microsoft ACCESS© emulation of the Microsoft SQL Server© software that 
derives the URI, UAI, PLE, and MSPI values stations use in their ROP submittal files.  There are two 
important differences: 

• The rounding algorithms in ACCESS and SQL Server are not identical, so minor differences are to 
be expected in extended calculations.  The differences between the SQL Server and ACCESS 
programs have been verified to be due to this rounding algorithm. 

• The simulation software has the ability to use independently varying months of inputs for the 
UAI and URI calculations. 

Both simulations use the industry’s actual June 2012 MSPI values as a starting point, then modify the 
inputs and rerun the calculations to determine new MSPI values as the plant moves forward one quarter 
at a time, from normal operation to extended shutdown or from new construction to operation.  Said 
differently, MSPI values are calculated for each of the five systems included in MSPI for each unit, for 11 
trailing quarters plus the current quarter of the simulation.  As the shutdown simulation window rolls 
forward to include another quarter of shutdown values to the front end of the 12 quarter calculation, 
the values from plant operation 12 quarters ago roll off.  The simulation works by holding the 36 months 
of failures, demands and run hours constant.  Since the number of demands and run hours on standby 
components will continue to be reported, this simulates the continuation of failure exposure for the 
components.  The critical hours and unavailable hours are then removed one quarter at a time as 
though the experience were moving forward into a zone of 0 critical hours and unavailable hours.   

For a startup simulation, the 12 quarter calculation begins with 12 quarters of values reflecting zero 
critical hours and 0 unavailable hours, demands and run hours and failures.  After startup, the 
simulation then rolls in a new quarter of operation and rolls off the “zero critical hours” values from pre-
startup conditions 12 quarters ago.  This roll-in of operating hours and roll-off of the oldest month’s data 
continues until 12 quarters of operating data fills the entire 12 quarter calculation window.   

 Units in Extended Shutdowns 

The following characteristics are assumed: 

• URI calculated values remain the same since most MSPI component groups have the same test 
requirements and failure opportunities after the shutdown.   
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• URI would only change if the calculated UAI value pushed the non-risk-capped MSPI above      
1E-05. Since the simulation software checks for this and turns the risk cap off appropriately, this 
is covered in the calculation of the risk capped URI. 

• No opportunities for additional critical hours or system train/segment unavailable hours exist 
after the unit enters extended shutdown.   

• Competing effects may drive the MSPI value higher or lower over time 
o Quarters with extensive unavailable hours may drop off as the window of opportunity 

shrinks 
o A lowering number of critical hours may overwhelm the loss of quarters of unavailable 

hours 
o The unrisk-capped MSPI may exceed 1E-05, removing the risk cap. 

The results are shown in the following table. 

Table 1: Effects on MSPI of Long Term Shutdown 

MSPI Metrics/Quarters Shutdown 0 6 8 10 11 
>1E-06 4*/520 5/520 8/520 16/520 15/520 
>1E-05 0/520 0/520 0/520 0/520 0/520 
Less Positive 0/520 225/520 227/520 244/520 254/520 
No Change 0/520 51/520 50/520 42/520 40/520 
More Positive 0/520 244/520 243/520 234/520 226/520 
* Means “4 MSPI values of 520 calculated for 104 units” 

Several points should be made concerning these results: 

1. Though the number of indices above the thresholds remains remarkably constant, the same 
indices for the same units are not in the group above the threshold as the shutdown extends.  
The indices do not go white for a specific unit and system, stay white and are joined by other 
units and systems as time goes on.  The not green specific units and systems vary as time goes 
on with the competing influences of critical hours decreasing and chunks of unavailable hours 
roll off, moving different systems and units into the white zone.   
 

2. In Figure 1 below, excluding the upper and lower 5% of the changes, the distribution of the 
changes at the 33 month shutdown point is very symmetrical. The initial hypothesis was that all 
MSPI values would to go up as the critical hours roll off, but that did not happen.  The facts are 
that for about 10% of the indicators, there was virtually no change, of the others, half went up 
and half went down.  For the majority, the change was less than an order of magnitude.  
 

3. The hypothesis that all the values go up as critical hours roll off is not valid.  The competing 
effects of the terms and parameters in the equations make the situation more complex.  From 
the results, most units and indicators can sustain an 18-24 month extended shutdown without 
the indicator being driven white by changes in critical hours.  
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Figure 1: Distribution of Changes from Initial Individual MSPI Values after 33 Months Shutdown 

 

The graph compares the original indicator value with the values after 33 months shutdown.  The 
horizontal axis has one point for each of the 520 calculated indicators.  It simply points out that 
distribution of the change in the indicators is symmetrical, unexpectedly.   

Units in Initial Operation 

The results of the simulated startup are shown in Table 2.  The following characteristics are assumed: 

• URI calculated values change after startup as operation proceeds because no opportunities for 
failures or successes exist before startup.   

• No opportunities for additional critical hours or system train/segment unavailable hours exist 
before unit startup   

Table 2: Effects on MSPI of Initial Startup 

Metrics/Months Since Startup 3 6 9 12 
>1E-06 15/520 11/520 7/520 3/520 
>1E-05 0/520 0/520 0/520 0/520 
Less Positive 0/520 377/520 380/520 374/520 
No Change 0/520 0/520 0/520 0/520 
More Positive 0/520 143/520 140/520 146/520 

 

As seen in table 2, within 12 months, the number of indices exceeding 1E-06 is at or below the number 
in the 36 month calculation of the actual MSPI June 2012 indices (as shown in Table 1).   

1. After 12 months of operation, the indicator produces relatively normal values. 
2. For about 1/3 of the indicators, the indicator value gets worse after startup, not better.  
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ROP Task Force Recommendations 
 
The data from this study shows that MSPI is very reactive when critical hours are low.  Due to this the 
ROP Task Force recommends the following decision rules for the display of MSPI on the NRC web page: 

• Gray out MSPI when a unit has been shut down for six months. 

• Gray out MSPI for the startup of new plants until 12 months of operation have accumulated. 
 

The ROP Task Force has found that the analysis of the behavior of MSPI during extended shutdowns up 
to 36 months in duration is more complex than anticipated.  Further analysis is needed to develop 
potential decision rules for graying out and removing the graying out for plants in these intermediate 
situations.   
 


